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Abstract Spector (2006) and Fox (2007a) observed that a standard NeoGricean account of Quantity implicature, as articulated in Sauerland 2004,
predicts that listeners draw inconsistent sets of Quantity inferences under
certain configurations of asserted meaning and its alternatives. To properly assess the consequences of this observation, specific phenomena that
can be argued to instantiate the relevant type of configuration need to be
examined. This paper presents a case study on the superlative modifier at
least, expanding on Büring’s (2008) proposal that the ignorance implications
that at least gives rise to are Gricean Quantity implicatures. It is argued
that sentences with unembedded at least instantiate the relevant configuration, hence that the standard Neo-Gricean account incorrectly predicts
inconsistent inference sets for those cases. It is then argued that a proper
consistency preserving modification of the standard account must make
reference to Fox’s (2007a) notion of innocent exclusion. This argument for
innocent exclusion, while embedded here in the Neo-Gricean setting, extends
to any account of Quantity implications that, in the terminology of Sauerland
(2004), posits strengthening of primary to secondary implications about the
speaker’s belief state.
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1 Introduction
In the wake of Krifka 1999, a body of literature has emerged that deals with
the meaning contribution of the superlative modifier at least in examples like
(1).
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.

One central observation is that numerals modified by at least lack the upperbounding implication typically associated with bare numerals (Horn 1972,
Levinson 1983, Krifka 1999). Thus, while (2) below suggests that Al hired no
more than two cooks, (1) has no such implication. Instead, and this is the
second main observation, (1) carries an implication of speaker ignorance,
suggesting that the speaker is uncertain about the exact number of cooks Al
hired (Krifka 1999, Büring 2008).
(2)

Al hired two cooks.

In a prominent view, articulated in Krifka 1999 and developed in Büring
2008, it is the very presence of an ignorance implication in cases like (1)
that is responsible for the absence of an upper-bounding implication. Büring
moreover suggested that ignorance implications with at least are Gricean
conversational implicatures, viz., Quantity implicatures (Grice 1989). Büring
specifically proposed that ignorance implications with at least can be likened
to ignorance implications associated with disjunction. Relating examples like
(1) to paraphrases like Al hired two or more cooks, Büring suggested that
the two types of cases should receive parallel Neo-Gricean analyses, that is
analyses where Gricean reasoning is taken to be regulated by grammatically
determined sets of alternatives (Horn 1972). However, Büring stopped short
of detailing the analysis of either disjunction or at least in a general account
of Quantity implicature.
Much of the existing work on superlative modifiers either subscribes to a
Neo-Gricean Quantity implicature analysis like Büring’s (2008), without fully
explicating the approach (Cummins & Katsos 2010, Westera & Brasoveanu
2014), or develops alternative analyses (Krifka 1999, Geurts & Nouwen 2007,
Nouwen 2010, Penka 2010, Coppock & Brochhagen 2013, Cohen & Krifka
2014). The literature that does engage the Quantity implicature analysis
of at least offers divergent opinions: Coppock & Brochhagen (2013) argue
that Büring’s (2008) likening of at least to disjunction resists a coherent
theoretical interpretation; Schwarz & Shimoyama (2011) and Kennedy (2015)
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sketch proposals intended to implement Büring’s idea; yet Mayr (2013) ends
up questioning the feasibility of an analysis of at least in terms of Quantity
implicature.
This paper offers a detailed appraisal of the Neo-Gricean approach to
ignorance implications associated with at least. The main finding is that such
an approach requires that the Neo-Gricean derivation of Quantity implicatures be regulated with reference to so-called innocent exclusion, a notion
introduced in Fox 2007a. Hence the paper provides an argument for innocent
exclusion as a necessary ingredient of Neo-Gricean pragmatics, an argument
that is conditional on the assumption that ignorance implications with at
least are indeed correctly analyzed as inferences grounded in Grice’s Quantity
maxim.
Innocent exclusion has not previously been proposed as an ingredient
of Neo-Gricean pragmatics. Instead, developing the so-called Grammatical
Theory of Implicature as an alternative to the Neo-Gricean approach, Fox
(2007a) posited innocent exclusion in the lexical semantics of a covert operator Exh. This semantics is designed to properly preserve consistency of
the meanings that Exh produces, by properly controlling the set of so-called
alternatives that enter those meanings. Likewise, the motivation presented
here for adopting innocent exclusion in a Neo-Gricean framework is the need
for preserving consistency in the derivation of Quantity implicatures.
The argument presented, if successful, adjudicates between different
elaborations of the Neo-Gricean approach to Quantity implicatures. On its
own, it does not contribute to the relative assessment of the Neo-Gricean approach and the competing Grammatical Theory of Implicature. In particular,
the proposed elaboration of the Neo-Gricean approach does not address the
issues that have been presented in support of the Grammatical Theory.1 At
the same time, the argument for innocent exclusion, while embedded here
in the Neo-Gricean setting, extends to any account of Quantity implications
1 The Grammatical Theory of Implicature, so termed in Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2011, is
motivated in Fox 2007a, Magri 2009, Magri 2011, Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2011, Meyer 2013,
Crnič 2013, Kilbourn-Ceron 2014, among other works. The arguments for the Grammatical
Theory come from the analysis of free choice effects, so-called embedded implicature, as
well as Quantity related oddness effects. The validity of the proposed arguments for the
Grammatical Theory is debated in, for example, Geurts 2010, Schlenker 2012, and Lauer
2014. The present findings could conceivably be extended into an argument against the
Neo-Gricean approach, viz., by presenting an independent case against reference to innocent
exclusion in Neo-Gricean pragmatics. However, no such extension is attempted below.
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that, in the terminology of Sauerland (2004), posits strengthening of primary
to secondary implications about the speaker’s belief state.
Section 2 reviews the standard Neo-Gricean account of Quantity implicature and the potential problem of inconsistency that it gives rise to. Section 3
argues that a standard Neo-Gricean implementation of Büring (2008)’s proposal about at least leads to an actual instance of the inconsistency problem:
the derivation of ignorance implications brings with it the unwanted derivation of an inconsistent set of inferences. Section 4 presents two conceivable
solutions to the inconsistency problem emerging from the literature (van
Rooij & Schulz 2004, Spector 2006, Spector 2007), which are argued to predict
inferences that, while avoiding inconsistency, are nevertheless too strong.
Section 5 shows that restricting the derivation of Quantity implicatures with
reference to Fox’s (2007a) notion of innocent exclusion has the intended
effect. Section 6 concludes with a few further comments on the argument
presented.
2

The problem of inconsistency in Neo-Gricean pragmatics

2.1 The Standard Recipe
Recent literature (Gamut 1991, Sauerland 2004, Fox 2007a, Geurts 2010)
presents an elaboration of the so-called Neo-Gricean account of Quantity
implicature (Horn 1972) that serves as a common point of departure in
subsequent work on this topic and that I will in the following refer to as the
Standard Recipe.2 Here I provide a compressed rendition of the Standard
Recipe based on the definitions in (3), where ◻α conveys that the speaker
believes α.
(3)

i.

0p = {◻p}

ii.

1p,A = 0p ∪ {¬◻q ∶ q ∈ A ∧ q ⊂ p}

iii. 2p,A = 1p,A ∪ {◻¬q ∶ ¬◻q ∈ 1p,A & ◻¬q is consistent with 1p,A }
The Standard Recipe holds that an utterance of sentence φ with semantic
content p and the so-called alternative set A will lead a listener to hold the
set of assumptions 2p,A in (3iii), which is is defined with reference to 1p,A in
(3ii), which is in turn defined with reference to 0p,A in (3i). By (3ii), the set 1p,A
results from adding to 0p , the singleton {◻p}, the assumption ¬◻q, for each
2 The term is borrowed from Geurts 2010.
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q in A that is semantically stronger than p; according to (3iii), 2p,A results
from adding to 1p,A the inference ◻¬q, for each assumption ¬◻q in 1p,A that
meets the condition of being consistent with 1p,A , a condition that was first
articulated in Sauerland 2004 and that, following Meyer 2013, I will sometimes
refer to as a consistency check.3 As noted, the Standard Recipe holds that an
utterance φ of a statement with semantic content p will lead a listener to
infer the set of assumptions in 2p,A . For the inferences in 1p,A , the Standard
Recipe is grounded in familiar Gricean rationales based on the maxims of
Quality and Quantity. I will in the following refer to ◻p as a Quality inference
(about p); adapting Sauerland’s (2004) terminology, I will refer to ¬◻q as
a primary (Quantity) inference (about q); and again adapting Sauerland’s
terminology, I will refer to ◻¬q as a secondary (Quantity) inference (about
q). Note that a secondary inference ◻¬q is stronger than the corresponding
primary inference ¬◻q. Specifically, the secondary inference ◻¬q is equivalent
to the conjunction of the primary inference ¬◻q with the assumption ◻q∨◻¬q,
which indicates, in the terminology of van Rooij & Schulz (2004), that the
speaker is competent about q.
According to the Standard Recipe, then, the speaker’s utterance of a statement φ with semantic content p will lead the listener to add to any prior
assumptions about the speaker’s beliefs, first, the Quality inference about
p, and, second, primary Quantity inferences about the semantic meanings
of all alternatives to φ that are semantically stronger than p. Moreover, the
Standard Recipe holds that the listener will expand this set of inferences
further by adding, for every primary inference about a proposition q already
adopted, a secondary Quantity inference about q, provided this secondary
inference is consistent with the Quality inference and the primary Quantity
inferences triggered by the utterance of φ. The listener’s addition of these
secondary inferences amounts to the adoption, for each proposition about
which the listener has already drawn a primary inference, the assumption
that the speaker is competent about that proposition, provided that competence assumption is consistent with the Quality inference and the primary
Quantity inferences associated with the utterance of φ. So the Standard
3 The alternatives in the set A referred to in (3) are propositions, that is, semantic objects
encoding information content, rather than syntactic expressions in the object language.
However, as will become clear in Section 3, semantic alternatives are the semantic values
of alternate syntactic expressions. It will in fact be convenient to sometimes use the term
alternative in a syntactic, rather than semantic sense. As well, while I assume the asserted
meaning p to be a member of A, will sometimes use the term alternative informally as
excluding p or the sentence expressing it. No confusion should arise from this.
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Recipe effectively posits that the listener takes the speaker to be competent
by default, a default that is overruled only by a failed consistency check.4
I will now illustrate the workings of the Standard Recipe by applying it to
two archetypal examples, beginning with the bare numeral case (2), repeated
below.
(2)

Al hired two cooks.

In a classic view due to Horn (1972), statements with bare numerals are
semantically weak in the sense that the numeral sets a lower bound but no
upper bound. In this view, (2) expresses the proposition that Al hired more
than one cook, here abbreviated as [2,...). Suppose now, again following Horn
(1972), that for the purposes of Quantity implicature, the alternative meanings
to the proposition expressed by a bare numeral sentence are propositions
whose content varies in the position of the numeral. In the case at hand, then,
the set of alternative meanings is {[n,...): n is a natural number}, hereafter
abbreviated as {[n,...)}n≥1 . Introducing what I think is a helpful expository
device, (4) depicts this set in a format that transparently reflects semantic
strength relations between members, marking the asserted meaning with an
asterisk.
(4)

[1

...

...

[4

...

)

[3

4

...

)

[2

3

4

...

)*

2

3

4

...

)

Assuming these alternatives, the three clauses of (3) give rise to the equalities
in (5). I will sometimes refer to the three sets defined in such triplets of
equalities as set 0, set 1, and set 2. According to the Standard Recipe, then, an
utterance of (2) will lead the listener to draw all of the inferences in set 2 in
(5).
4 The Standard Recipe as presented here is a simplification. First, the Standard Recipe should
ultimately be restricted to derive inferences about alternatives that the listener considers
relevant (e.g., Gamut 1991, Fox 2007a, Geurts 2010). The significance of this simplification
in the present context is discussed briefly in Section 3. Second, the Standard Recipe as
presented here (like its variants presented in Sections 4 and 5) leaves it open how the recipe
applies in cases where a potential primary or secondary inference is inconsistent with the
listener’s assumptions prior to the speaker’s utterance. I believe that the main issues I focus
on below are independent of the answer to this question, and I will continue to set it aside
in the following.
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(5)

i.

0[2,...) = {◻[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...),{[n,...)}n≥1 = {◻[2,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n,...)}n≥3

iii. 2[2,...),{[n,...)}n≥1 = {◻[2,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n,...)}n≥3 ∪ {◻¬[n,...)}n≥3
The conjunction of all the Quantity inferences in set 2 amounts to ◻¬[3,...),
which together with the Quality inference ◻[2,...) yields ◻[2]. Assuming the
listener considers the inferred beliefs of the speaker to be correct, the listener
will moreover arrive at a set of bottom line inferences, viz., [2...) and ¬[3...),
and hence [2].5 So the Standard Recipe accounts for the finding that (2) is
typically understood in the two-sided interpretation expressing that Al hired
exactly two cooks.
As a second illustration of the Standard Recipe, I will apply it to the
disjunctive sentence in (6), following in the footsteps of Sauerland (2004).
Assuming or to be semantically inclusive, (6) semantically expresses b∨c, the
proposition that Bill or Sue or both called. Sauerland (2004) proposed that
for the purposes of Quantity implicature, the alternatives to a disjunctive
sentence include not only the corresponding conjunction (Horn 1972), but
also the individual disjuncts. For the case at hand, the semantic meanings of
these alternatives are displayed in (7) (where, as before, stronger alternatives
are displayed above weaker alternatives).
(6)

Bill applied or Carol applied.

(7)

b∧c
b

c

b∨c*

Given these alternatives, the Standard Recipe holds that based on an utterance
of (6), the listener will draw the inferences in set 2 in (8).
(8)

i.

0b∨c = {◻b∨c}

ii.

1b∨c,{b∨c, b, c, b∧c} = {◻b∨c,¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻b∧c}

iii. 2b∨c,{b∨c, b, c, b∧c} = {◻b∨c,¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻b∧c, ◻¬b∧c}
So the Standard Recipe derives the secondary inference ◻¬b∧c in set 2, and
hence the familiar bottom line inference ¬b∧c. Set 2 also contains two primary inferences, viz., ¬◻b and ¬◻c, without containing the corresponding
secondary inferences, i.e., ◻¬b and ◻¬c. This is in accordance with the definition of 2p,A in (3iii), due to the entailments in (9): in conjunction with the
5 Bottom line inferences are what van Rooij & Schulz (2004) refer to as factive inferences.
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Quality inference ◻b∨c, ¬◻b and ¬◻c entail the possibility implications ¬◻¬b
and ¬◻¬c.
(9)

◻b∨c, ¬◻b, ¬◻c
¬◻¬b, ¬◻¬c

Given this, each of the potential secondary inferences ◻¬b and ◻¬c is inconsistent with set 1. These potential secondary inferences, then, do not pass
the consistency check in (3iii), and so the Standard Recipe does not predict
that the listener will actually draw these inferences.
To be sure, (6) can not be understood as implying (that the speaker
believes) that Bill did not apply or that Carol did not apply. Instead, the
sentence suggests the speaker does not know whether Bill applied and also
does not know whether Carol applied. This pair of ignorance implications is
also accounted for under the Standard Recipe. It falls out from the primary
inferences ¬◻b and ¬◻c in conjunction with the possibility entailments in
(9): ¬◻b∧¬◻¬b conveys that the speaker fails to know whether Bill applied,
and likewise for ¬◻c∧¬◻¬c. Note that an ignorance implication ¬◻q∧¬◻¬q is
the negation of the competence assumption ◻q∨◻¬q. For the individual disjuncts of a disjunctive sentence, then, the Standard Recipe derives ignorance
implications that preempt the competence assumptions that would amount
to the corresponding secondary inferences.
Note that (9) holds by virtue of the logical relation between the relevant
alternatives: b and c are both stronger than b∨c and jointly exhaust the
logical space carved out by b∨c, in the sense that b∨c entails the disjunction
of b and c. It is indeed a general feature of the Standard Recipe that it
derives an ignorance implication about an alternative stronger than the
asserted meaning (if and) only if that alternative pairs up with another strong
alternative to jointly exhaust the logical space given by the semantic meaning
of the assertion. Adopting Fox’s (2007a) terminology I refer to any pair of
alternatives that relate to the asserted meaning in this way as symmetric.
This sort of symmetry, or its absence, plays a central role in the following.
Before proceeding, it will be useful to summarize, and further extend, the
terminological conventions introduced above. I have used the terms (Gricean)
inference and implicature interchangeably, and I will continue to assume
that either term applies to information content that is assumed to have a
pragmatic derivation grounded in Gricean maxims. I will continue to talk
more specifically about Quality inferences in the sense introduced above,
and likewise about primary (Quantity) inferences (inferences of the form
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¬◻α), secondary (Quantity) inferences (◻¬α), and inferences of possibility
(¬◻¬α), competence (◻α∨◻¬α) and ignorance (¬◻α∧¬◻¬α). I will refer to a
given information content as an implication to remain neutral about whether
it is to be analyzed as a Gricean inference or as part of semantic meaning.
I will furthermore refer to an implication as an epistemic implication if it is
of the form ◻α (or if it is a conjunction or disjunction of implications of
this form) and as a bottom line implication otherwise. Finally, I will also use
Quantity implication as a neutral term to refer to information content that
under the Standard Recipe is credited to a Quantity inference or its bottom
line, and I will take the terms primary and secondary implication etc. to be
understood accordingly.
2.2 Inconsistency under the Standard Recipe
An observation reported in Spector 2006 and Fox 2007a is that there are
conceivable configurations of asserted meaning and alternatives for which
the Standard Recipe delivers inconsistent sets of inferences. Spector (2006)
illustrates this point with the hypothetical case in (10), where b, c, and d are
to be understood as above (hence, in particular, are taken not to be related
by entailment). For this case, (3) produces the set of inferences in (11).
(10)

b

c

d

b∨c∨d*

(11)

i.

0b∨c∨d = {◻b∨c∨d}

ii.

1b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d,¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}

iii. 2b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d, ◻¬b, ◻¬c, ◻¬d}
Here set 2 includes a secondary inference about each of the three alternatives. This is in accordance with (3) because each of the three inferences
individually passes the consistency check in (3iii). The reason for this is that
none of the alternatives in question has a symmetric partner, hence no ignorance inference are generated to preempt the relevant secondary inferences.
However, despite the lack of symmetry and the concomitant absence of ignorance inferences, the inferences in set 1 jointly entail a family of possibility
implications, as recorded in (12).
(12)

◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d
¬◻¬c∨d, ¬◻¬b∨d, ¬◻¬b∨c
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Each of the three entailed possibility implications is inconsistent with a
two-membered subset of the secondary inferences listed in set 2, viz., {◻¬b,
◻¬c}, {◻¬c, ◻¬d}, and {◻¬b, ◻¬d}, respectively. Set 2 as a whole, therefore,
turns out to be inconsistent as well. In fact, inconsistency in set 2 arises even
when disregarding primary inferences, since {◻¬b, ◻¬c, ◻¬d}, the full set
of secondary inferences in set 2, is inconsistent with the Quality inference
◻b∨c∨d.
The finding that the Standard Recipe derives contradictory inferences for
seemingly inconspicuous configurations like (10) may be disconcerting. But
in order to develop this finding into an empirical challenge to the Standard
Recipe, it would be necessary to identify an actual utterance that can be
argued to instantiate the problematic configuration and yet shows no sign of
contradiction. Indeed, Spector (2006) portrays the case in (10) as a conceptual,
rather than empirical, problem for the Standard Recipe. In particular, as
Spector notes, while the obviously non-contradictory (13) plausibly has the
semantic meaning b∨c∨d, this observation could be rendered consistent with
the Standard Recipe by arguing that the alternative set in this case is not
the set of propositions expressed by the three individual disjuncts. Such a
proposal has been presented in Sauerland 2004, and will be reviewed in the
next section.
(13)

Bill applied or Carol applied or Dan applied.

However, Fox 2007a presents a possible instantiation of a case much like
(13), introducing the issue of inconsistency as an actual empirical challenge to
the Standard Recipe. Fox suggests that in a dialogue like (14), the alternative
set for B’s response in the context of A’s question is the set of propositions
{that x applied: x is a person or a set of people}.
(14)

A: Who applied?
B: Some cook.

Assuming for purposes of illustration that Bill, Carol, and Dan are all the
people in the domain and are all cooks, (13) instantiates the configuration in
(15), which can be obtained from (11) through closure under conjunction.6
6 As Fox (2007a) notes (with respect to a parallel example), the answer in (14) is odd under the
assumption that there are no non-cooks, presumably because in that case the answer merely
states a presupposition of the question. However, as in Fox’s exposition, this assumption is
added here merely to limit the size of the alternative set under consideration, and of the
diagram in (15). The point made here does not change if alternatives based on non-cooks are
added to the picture.
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(15)

b∧c∧d
b∧c b∧d c∧d
b

c

d

b∨c∨d*

Given that the set of alternative in (15) includes the set in (11) without introducing any symmetry, the set of inferences that (3) derives for (15) includes
the set derived for (11); and since the latter was shown to be inconsistent,
it follows that the former is inconsistent as well. To be sure, however, no
inconsistency is actually perceived in the exchange in (14). Therefore, if such
cases indeed fall under the purview of the theory of Quantity implicature,
they present an empirical challenge to the Standard Recipe.
Notably, existing literature does not seem to explore the consequences of
this type of challenge for Neo-Gricean pragmatics on the basis of empirical
evidence. Fox (2007a) solves the problem of inconsistency presented by
(14) and (15) within the so-called Grammatical Theory of Implicature, which
is designed to replace Neo-Gricean pragmatics. However, Fox’s move to the
Grammatical Theory is not actually motivated by the problem of inconsistency
in cases like (14) (but by the independent problem of free choice effects).
The question therefore remains open how within the Neo-Gricean setting,
the Standard Recipe might be amendable so as to solve the problem of
inconsistent inference sets.
The case study presented below addresses this question. It does so with
reference to the interpretation of at least, rather than indefinites in questionanswer dialogues such as (14). In a first step, it will be established that a
proper derivation of ignorance implications with at least under the Standard
Recipe again runs into the problem of inconsistency. In a second step, it is
argued that within the Neo-Gricean approach, the meaning contribution of at
least calls for an amendment of the Standard Recipe that makes reference to
the notion of innocent exclusion, a notion that for independent reasons, Fox
2007a introduced in the context of the Grammatical Theory of Implicature.
3

At least and inconsistency

As noted in the introduction, at least introduces an implication of speaker
ignorance (Krifka 1999, Büring 2008). Sentence (1) conveys that the speaker
is uncertain about the exact number of cooks Al hired.
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.
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Under the Standard Recipe, ignorance implications are due to symmetry in
the set of alternatives. The Standard Recipe, then, offers a straightforward
approach to the meaning of at least, based on the postulation of suitable
symmetric alternatives, an account explored in Schwarz & Shimoyama 2011
and Mayr 2013. However, the approach is shown below to lead to another
instance of the problem of inconsistent inference sets.
3.1

Symmetric alternatives stipulated

Suppose that at least modifying a numeral does not affect the semantic
meaning of its host sentence, and suppose again that numerals yield weak
propositions that do not impose upper bounds. Sentence (1) then has the
semantic meaning [2,...). Suppose moreover that, as depicted in (16), the
alternatives to [2,...) are [2] and [3,...), the proposition that Al hired exactly
two cooks and the proposition that he hired more than two. Crucially, the two
alternatives are not only stronger than [2,...), but they also form a symmetric
pair, as [2,...) entails the disjunction of [2] and [3,...).
(16)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[2

3

4

...

)*

Assuming (16), the application of the definitions in (3) to sentence (1) is
analogous to the case of disjunction reviewed in Section 2. The resulting
inferences are shown in (17). Due to symmetry, the set 1 inferences entail
the pair of possibility implications shown in (18) below, hence entail the
ignorance implications ¬◻[2]∧¬◻¬[2] and ¬◻[3,...)∧¬◻¬[3,...), the inference
that the speaker does not know whether Al hired exactly two cooks and the
inference that the speaker does not know whether Al hired more than two
cooks. Notably, these are precisely the ignorance implications that Büring
(2008) posited for cases like (1), and that are shared by disjunctive sentences
like Al hired two or more cooks. The two ignorance implications are inconsistent with the competence assumptions ◻[2]∨◻¬[2] and ◻[3,...)∨◻¬[3,...),
whose adoption would be tantamount to adopting the secondary inferences
◻¬[2] and ◻¬[3,...). These potential secondary inferences are accordingly not
actually derived, hence absent from set 2.
(17)

i.

0[2,...) = {◻[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...), {[2,...), [2], [3,...)} = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)}

iii. 2[2,...), {[2,...), [2], [3,...)} = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)}
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(18)

◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)
¬◻¬[2], ¬◻¬[3,...)

So, with the alternatives in (16) stipulated, the Standard Recipe straightforwardly accounts for the two central observations about (1) reported at the
outset: (1) lacks the upper-bounding bottom line implication ¬[3,...) typically
associated with bare numerals; and (1) instead conveys that the speaker
is uncertain about the exact number of cooks Al hired. Moreover, under
the Standard Recipe the absence of an upper-bounding implication and the
presence of ignorance implications are intimately related, the former being
preempted by the latter, as proposed in Büring 2008. The analysis can also
be viewed as explicating Büring’s proposal that for the purposes of Quantity
implicature calculation, at least sentences behave like disjunctions, even
though the analysis does not require that at least statements are in any way
disjunctive at a syntactic level.7
Finally, the analysis makes a prediction, highlighted in Schwarz & Shimoyama 2011 and Mayr 2013, about cases where at least appears under a
universal operator, such as (19). Given the alternatives in (20) (where ∀[2,...)
is the proposition that every manager hired hired more than one cook, etc.),
(3) derives for this example the equalities in (21).
(19)
(20)
(21)

Every manager hired at least two cooks.

∀[2] ∀[3
∀[2
3

4

...

)

4

...

)*

i.

0∀[2,...) = {◻∀[2,...)}

ii.

1∀[2,...),{∀[2,...), ∀[2], ∀[3,...)} = {◻∀[2,...), ¬◻∀[2], ¬◻∀[3,...)}

iii. 2∀[2,...),{∀[2,...), ∀[2], ∀[3,...)} = {◻∀[2,...), ¬◻∀[2], ¬◻∀[3,...), ◻¬∀[2], ◻¬∀[3,...)}
Crucially, the propositions ∀[2] and ∀[3,...) are not symmetric relative to
∀[2,...). That is, ∀[2,...) does not entail the disjunction of ∀[2] and ∀[3,...).
After all, it is possible for ∀[2,...) to be true by virtue of the fact that that
some managers hired exactly two cooks, while the others hired more than
two. That is, the universal operator breaks the symmetry that would otherwise
obtain. As a consequence, the propositions in set 1 in this case do not entail
7 The analysis thereby addresses a concern raised in Coppock & Brochhagen 2013, who note
that there is nothing disjunctive about the syntactic shape of at least, and who reject Büring’s
approach by arguing that his likening of at least to a disjunction cannot be developed into a
coherent theory.
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ignorance implications about the alternatives ∀[2] and ∀[3,...). Hence nothing
preempts the competence assumptions about them, and so set 2 includes the
corresponding secondary inferences ◻¬∀[2] and ◻¬∀[3,...).
So the Standard Recipe does not derive ignorance inferences for (19),
hence it predicts an utterance of (19) to be consistent with the speaker having
full information about the number of cooks every manager hired; moreover,
(19) is predicted to yield the inferences that not not every manager hired
exactly two cooks and that not every manager hired more than two cooks. As
noted in Schwarz & Shimoyama 2011 and Mayr 2013, these predictions seem
correct.8
The finding that ignorance implications with at least are obviated under
universal operators, with secondary implications emerging instead, establishes a notable parallel with disjunction, for which Fox (2007a) reports
analogous effects correctly predicted under the Standard Recipe. Obviation of
ignorance implications under universal operators can in fact be considered a
signature of ignorance effects due to Quantity implications. Under an analysis
of at least in terms of the Standard Recipe, it is therefore significant that such
obviation is indeed attested for at least. Obviation of ignorance implications
under universals also sets an analysis of at least in terms Quantity implications apart from certain alternative accounts. In particular, the attested
interpretation (19) is hard to reconcile with the analyses of at least offered in
Geurts & Nouwen 2007, Nouwen 2010, and Penka 2010. This suggests, on the
one hand, that an analysis of at least in terms of Quantity implications is at
least a contender, and on the other hand, that the repercussions of such an
analysis for theory of Quantity implications are indeed worth exploring.
However, as presented so far, the analysis remains incomplete. While
the Standard Recipe has been shown to have the intended effect once the
alternatives in (16) are stipulated, what is required for a complete account is
a general theory of alternatives that would derive a proper alternative set for
(1). This is the issue that I turn to next.
8 Büring (2008) presented analogous effects for cases where at least appears embedded below
a deontic necessity modal, permitting what Büring dubbed an authoritative reading. Schwarz
& Shimoyama (2011) suggested that ignorance implications are more generally obviated
under all universal operators, and they note that this effect is indeed predicted under the
Standard Recipe. Mayr (2013) presents data showing that ignorance implications with at least
are also obviated under a range of non-universal operators. All of the operators that Mayr
discusses break symmetry, and hence their obviating effect, too, falls out from the Standard
Recipe.
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3.2

Deriving the alternative set

Horn (1972) proposed that alternatives for the purposes of Quantity implicature are generated by a method of syntactic substitution. In Horn’s approach,
alternatives are generated from the logical form of the asserted statement
by replacing certain lexical elements in that logical form with other lexical
elements. The space of possible substitutions is moreover regulated based
on a stipulated set of families of lexical items, the so-called Horn scales: a
substitution of one lexical item for another is only permitted if the two are
members of the same Horn scale.
One of the Horn scales that Horn posited is the set of numerals in (22).
Given this Horn scale, substitution of scale mates for two in sentence (2)
delivers the set {[n,...)}n≥1 displayed in (4), the infinite set of alternatives to
[2,...) assumed in the analysis of (2) in Section 2.
(22)

Horn scale: {one, two, three, ...}

(2)

Al hired two cooks.

(4)

[1

...

...

[4

...

)

[3

4

...

)

[2

3

4

...

)*

2

3

4

...

)

Turning to example (1), Krifka (1999) suggested that at least affects the
alternative set for its host sentence by blocking the projection of alternatives
from its scope. Krifka proposed that, as a consequence, at least sentences
like (1) are not associated with alternatives at all, and that this absence of
alternatives is responsible for the absence of upper bounding inferences.
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.

However, as Büring (2008) noted, this analysis leaves ignorance implications
unaccounted for. It is also challenged by the observation that at least sentences under certain circumstances give rise to other Quantity inferences as
well, as was demonstrated with reference the universal quantifier case in (19)
above.
A conceivable amendment to the analysis in Krifka 1999 emerges from
proposals in Cummins & Katsos 2010, Kennedy 2015, and Mayr 2013, who
suggest that at least is itself a scalar element, and in particular is available
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for substitution by the comparative operator more than. Substitution of
more than for at least, as in (23a), then straightforwardly delivers for (1)
the intended alternative [3,...). Similarly, Mayr (2013) proposes that at least
can also be replaced with the numeral modifier exactly, as in (23b), which
accounts for the alternative [2]. So the Horn scale in (24) straightforwardly
delivers for (1) the intended alternative set in (16).
(23)

a. Al hired more than two cooks.
b. Al hired exactly two cooks.

(24)
(16)

Horn scale: {at least, exactly, more than}
[2]

[3

4

...

)

[2

3

4

...

)*

However, while such a “one-scale” analysis derives the intended set of
alternatives and inferences for examples like (1) without reference to the
Horn scale of numerals, it fails to have the intended effect in the general
case. As emphasized in Krifka 1999 and Coppock & Brochhagen 2013, at least
is focus sensitive and its syntactic distribution resembles that of other focus
sensitive particles. One particular manifestation of this, which will serve to
illustrate the limitations of the one-scale approach, is the ability of at least to
associate with a (focused) numeral at a distance. This is illustrated by (25),
where at least can be read as associating with the numeral across a possibility
modal.
(25)

Al is at least allowed to hire two cooks.

In analogy to (1), an utterance of (25) can be read as conveying that the
speaker is uncertain about whether Al is allowed to hire more than two
cooks. Writing ⟐ to express deontic possibility, under the Standard Recipe
this ignorance implication indicates that ⟐[2,...), the semantic meaning of (25),
has the symmetric alternatives ⟐[2]∧¬⟐[3,...) and ⟐[3,...), the propositions
that Al is only allowed to hire two cooks and that he is allowed to hire more
than two. A problem for a one-scale analysis relying only on (24) therefore
arises from the fact, reported in Geurts & Nouwen 2007, that the distribution
of at least differs greatly from that of comparative operators like more than.
In particular, the result of substituting more than for at least in (25), shown
in (26), is ungrammatical. A one-scale analysis based on (24), then, seems to
leave the alternative ⟐[3,...) unaccounted for.
(26)

*Al is more than allowed to hire two cooks.
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So the one-scale analysis examined here fails to generate the full set of
alternatives needed to consistently capture the meaning contribution of at
least. There also does not seem to be any other potential Horn scale mate for
at least that could be posited to recover the intended effect of more than in
cases where more than is unavailable. Therefore, the one-scale analysis does
not seem viable.9
By way of elimination, this leads to a “two-scale” analysis of the sort
envisioned in Schwarz & Shimoyama 2011 and Mayr 2013. This analysis
abandons Krifka’s (1999) proposal that at least blocks the projection of
alternatives. Based on the Horn scale of numerals in (22), the alternative
⟐[3,...) can then be attributed to the grammatical statement in (27), obtained
from (25) by substituting the numeral three for its scale mate two. Likewise,
(28) replaces (23a) in the analysis of (1).
(27)

Al is at least allowed to hire three cooks.

(28)

Al hired at least three cooks.

The two-scale analysis, then, relies on substitutions from the Horn scales of
both at least and the numeral. Accordingly, since the numeral Horn scale
covers the intended effect of the comparative operator more than, that
operator can now safely be expunged from the Horn set for at least, so that
(24) is replaced by (29).
(29)

Horn scale: {at least, exactly}

For sentence (1), the two-scale analysis accounts for the pair of symmetric alternatives intended to derive the ignorance implications posited in
Büring 2008 and derived in Section 3.1. However, it delivers many additional
alternatives, given the assumption that substitutions from different scales
can combine in the derivation of alternatives, an assumption made explicit
and motivated in Sauerland 2004. That is, the predicted set of alternatives
propositions is not {[2,...), [2], [3,...)}, displayed in (16), but the larger set
{[n], [n+1,...)}n≥1 , shown in (30). This is the type of alternative set for at least
sentences derived in Schwarz & Shimoyama (2011), and scrutinized in Mayr
(2013).
9 The assumption underlying this conclusion is that unacceptability, at least unacceptability
of sort attested in (26), excludes the corresponding logical form from the set of alternatives.
See Meyer (2015) for a defense of the assumption that “unassertable” logical forms do not
serve as alternatives for the purposes of implicature calculation.
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(30)

...

...

[3]

[4

...

)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[1]

[2

3

4

...

)*

[1

2

3

4

...

)

The set of alternatives in (30) that are stronger than the asserted meaning
[2,...) properly includes the set of strong alternatives in (16). The obvious
question, then, is what the expected observable effect of this surplus of
alternatives might be under the Standard Recipe. I will address this question
in the next subsection.
Before moving on, though, I attend to a challenge to the particular twoscale analysis presently entertained, a challenge that parallels the objection
levelled above against the one-scale analysis. It turns out that the syntactic
distribution of exactly tracks that of at least no more than more than does.
In particular, the result of substituting exactly for at least in (25), shown in
(31), is no more acceptable than (26) above is. Therefore, even a two-scale
analysis based on (22) and (29) faces the problem that some alternatives, here
⟐[2]∧¬⟐[3,...), remain unaccounted for.
(31)

*Al is exactly allowed to hire two cooks.

However, a promising solution to this problem presents itself within the twoscale approach to alternatives for at least sentences: exactly can be replaced
with the exclusive particle only, substituting (32) for (29).
(32)

Horn scale: {at least, only}

This substitution has the intended effect for all the examples discussed so
far. The proposition [2], so far attributed to (23b), can be credited to the
sentence (33) instead. And, solving the problem just identified, the alternative
⟐[2]∧¬⟐[3,...) in the analysis of (25) can be attributed to (34), which is indeed
judged to have the requisite interpretation.10
(33)

Al only hired two cooks.

10 In the classic analysis of Horn (1969), the implication of (33) that Al hired more than one
cook is presupposed, rather than asserted. If so, (33) does not recover the exact semantic
content of (23b). However, the purported presuppositional content posited under Horn’s
analysis often fails to impose the expected conditions on the felicitous use of sentences with
only (see e.g., Beaver & Clark 2008). This seems to be true in particular for cases where only
associates with a numeral: felicitous uses of (33) do not seem to be restricted to common
grounds that entail that Al hired more than one cook. So it is not clear that the purported
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(34)

Al is only allowed to hire two cooks.

This amendment to the two-scale analysis renders the unacceptability of
(31) inconsequential. I conclude that the proposed two-scale analysis is not
threatened by the mere observation that at least can associate with a numeral
at a distance.
3.3

Inconsistency

The conclusion reached above is that there is no proper theory of alternatives
that for sentence (1) delivers the target configuration in (16), deriving the
intended pair of symmetric alternatives and no others. A proper theory of
alternatives instead derives the larger set in (30).
(30)

...

...

[3]

[4

...

)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[1]

[2

3

4

...

)*

[1

2

3

4

...

)

I now turn to examining the inferences that the Standard Recipe predicts
a listener to draw on the basis of this larger set. The definitions in (3) that
underly the under the Standard Recipe can be shown to give rise to the
equalities in (35). These equalities are to be compared with those in (17)
above.
(35)

i.

0[2,...) = {◻[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3

iii. 2[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3 ∪
{◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3
presuppositionality of only prevents it from serving the role assigned to it in the proposed
two-scale analysis. At the same time, the particular Horn scale in (32) is not a necessary
component of a proper two-scale analysis. In an alternative version, only is replaced with
the silent exhaustivity operator Exh posited in Fox 2007a and much subsequent work. Yet
another option, hinted at in Krifka 1999 and recently spelled out in Kennedy 2015, is that the
upper bounding implication contributed by only in (33) could instead be attributed to the
semantics of the numeral itself. (Schwarz & Shimoyama (2011) pursue a version of Kennedy’s
approach in the analysis of Japanese data.) However, it is unclear how Kennedy’s proposal
might extend to cases where at least associates with non-numerals, such as Al fired at least
the cook or Al is at least an Assistant Professor.
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The first point to be made is that the sets of primary Quantity inferences
in (35) include the corresponding sets of primary inferences in (17). This
crucially ensures that, given the entailment in (18), the ignorance implications
¬◻[2]∧¬◻¬[2] and ¬◻[3,...)∧¬◻¬[3,...) continue to be accounted for.
(18)

◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)
¬◻¬[2], ¬◻¬[3,...)

But (35) evidently also lists Quantity inferences not listed in (17). Apart
from the Quality implicature ◻[2,...) and the primary inferences ¬◻[2] and
¬◻[3,...), set 1 in (35) includes primary inferences that do not appear in (17).
There is one additional primary inference in (35) for each of the additional
alternatives stronger than [2,...), forming the set {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3 . These
additional primary inferences, though, are not expected to be directly detectable, as they are already entailed by the the primary inference ¬◻[3,...).
Again in contrast to (17), set 2 in (35) also includes secondary inferences.
These form the set {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 , which includes one secondary inference for each of the additional alternatives stronger than [2,...). The presence
of these secondary inferences stands in contrast with the absence of the
potential secondary inference ◻¬[2] and ◻¬[3,...). This contrast relates to
the fact that (3) fails to produce ignorance implications that would preempt
the competence assumptions corresponding to the secondary inferences in
{◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 . And the reason for the failure to generate ignorance
implications has to do with the way the additional alternative meanings relate
to the asserted meaning [2,...) and to each other: none of the alternatives
in {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 forms a symmetric pair relative to [2,...) together with
another alternative. So, the fact that the Standard Recipe derives a secondary
inference about each of the alternatives in {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 is a direct consequence of the fact that none of these alternatives is symmetric to any other
alternative.
To illustrate this lack of symmetry for a concrete case, note that the
disjunction of [4,...) with any one of the alternatives in (30) stronger than [2,...)
is again stronger than [2,...), hence not entailed by [2,...). The definitions in (3)
therefore fail to generate the ignorance implication ¬◻[4,...)∧¬◻¬[4,...), hence
fail to preempt the competence assumption ◻[4,...)∨◻¬[4,...). So the secondary
inference ◻¬[4,...) passes the consistency check in (3iii), and therefore the
Standard Recipe derives this secondary inference and its bottom line ¬[4,...).
So given the set of alternatives in (30) and given the asserted meaning
[2,...), the Standard Recipe predicts (1) to imply that Al hired exactly two or
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exactly three cooks. In fact, in Mayr’s (2013) assessment (transferred to the
case at hand), (1) is predicted to mean that Al hired exactly two or exactly
three cooks. Mayr judges this interpretation to be unavailable, and this leads
Mayr to abandon an analysis of at least within the Standard Recipe, and to
pursue an alternative account.11
Mayr is certainly correct that under the Standard Recipe, the alternatives
in (30) support an unwanted inference. However, Mayr’s characterization
of the problem is incomplete, in view of the fact that the above argument
for [4,...) can be replicated for any other alternative in {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 , and
that therefore, as noted, the full set of secondary inferences derived under
(3) is {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 . Crucially, this set contains many subsets whose
members jointly entail ◻¬[3,...), such as, for example, {◻¬[3], ◻¬[4,...)} or
{◻¬[n])}n≥3 . However, ◻¬[3,...) contradicts the ignorance implications that
arise from (18), specifically the possibility implication ¬◻¬[3,...). The relevant
subsets of secondary implicatures, then, are inconsistent with set 1 in (35),
and hence set 2 as a whole is inconsistent as well.
To be sure, while it is certainly conceivable for the listener to draw an
inconsistent set of inferences, the prediction that this should be prompted
by an utterance of (1) is clearly not supported by intuitions. An analysis of at
least in terms of the Standard Recipe, then, gives rise to another instantiation
of the problem of inconsistency that Fox (2007a) exemplified with reference
to the example in (14) discussed in Section 2.
(14)

A: Who applied?
B: Some cook.

Within the Neo-Gricean approach to at least, I will in the following explore
possible solutions to this new instantiation of the inconsistency problem.
Based on the discussion of two failed attempts in Section 4, I will propose
in Section 5 that a Neo-Gricean analysis calls for a revision of the Standard
Recipe that makes reference to Fox’s (2007a) notion of innocent exclusion.
But before turning to these arguments, I should acknowledge that a conceivable solution to the inconsistency problem with at least might be available
within the Standard Recipe, or rather, within a more complete elaboration
11 Mayr (2013) attempts an account within the Grammatical Theory of Implicature (Fox 2007a)
that assumes that Horn scale {at least, at most}, but observes that it too generates inadequate
implications for a certain class of cases. Mayr for this reason concludes that “the ultimate
account of the puzzle thus remains to be determined”. The account Mayr explores moreover
remains silent on the source of ignorance implications with at least.
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of the account. In the version of the Standard Recipe whose application to
at least I examined, I have omitted reference to an ingredient that is no
doubt critical for the overall empirical adequacy of a theory of Quantity
inferences, viz., the notion of relevance. According to the Standard Recipe as
presented above, the listener draws inferences on the basis of all alternatives
that are semantically stronger than the asserted meaning. However, in an
empirically more adequate elaboration, in order for an alternative stronger
than the assertion to give rise to a Quantity inference, the listener must also
consider this alternative relevant (e.g., Gamut 1991, Fox 2007a, Geurts 2010).
Under a conceivable approach to preventing inconsistency, then, certain alternatives routinely fail to give rise to Quantity inferences in virtue of being
considered irrelevant. Applied to the case of (1), this approach hypothesizes a
systematic contrast in relevance between two types of alternatives: the symmetric alternatives [2] and [3,...) are invariably relevant when (1) is uttered,
hence invariably give rise to the attested Quantity inferences, viz., ignorance
implications; in contrast, any alternative in {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 is invariably irrelevant, hence never gives rise to a Quantity inference. However, while such
an approach is surely conceivable, and in the spirit of Geurts (2010), I am
unaware of an independently motivated notion of relevance that would have
the intended effect. Nevertheless, it is to be kept in mind that the conclusions
drawn below could in principle be undermined by a novel notion of relevance
that solves the inconsistency problem that at least introduces under the
Standard Recipe.12
4 Preserving consistency: two inadequate attempts
I will motivate a solution of the inconsistency problem for at least in terms
of innocent exclusion via a process of elimination. In this section, I examine
two conceivable revisions of the Standard Recipe that succeed at preserving
consistency, but which I will argue to nevertheless be empirically inadequate.
Both revisions will be shown to derive inadequately strong inferences, either
12 Another conceivable approach to the problem questions the assumption that primary inferences are strengthened to secondary inferences by default. However, this approach would
need to be reconciled with the general pervasiveness of secondary Quantity implications that
has been taken to motivate such default strengthening (see, e.g., Geurts 2010). Notably, it
seems that such strengthening can be observed even in examples with at least, viz., in cases
that include another scalar expression. For example, it seems that At least one student was
interested in some of the topics is naturally read as suggesting that no student was interested
in all of the topics.
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at the primary or the secondary level. Echoing the comment above about
the Standard Recipe, I note at the outset that in both cases, a suitable notion of relevance could in principle preempt the unwanted inferences, by
excluding the underlying alternatives as irrelevant. In the absence of an independently motivated notion of relevance that has the intended effect, the
actual prospects of such an approach are unclear. However, this caveat is to
be kept in mind in the final assessment of the conclusions drawn below.
For expository reasons, I will introduce each of the two revisions of
Standard Recipe with reference to the simple hypothetical configuration in
(10), shown in Section 2 to yield an inconsistent inference set under the
Standard Recipe, before applying it to at least.
4.1 Closure under disjunction
One conceivable amendment to the analysis of (1) in the previous section extrapolates from Sauerland’s (2004) analysis of three-part disjunctions like (13)
within the Standard Recipe. In Sauerland’s analysis, the substitution method
for generating alternatives applied to (13) does not deliver the configuration
in (10), but rather the one in (36).13 Given this set of alternatives, the Standard
Recipe derives for (13) the set of inferences in (37).
(13)
(10)

Bill applied or Carol applied or Dan applied.
b

c

d

b∨c∨d*

(36)

b

c

d

b∨c b∨d c∨d
b∨c∨d*

(37)

i.

0b∨c∨d = {◻b∨c∨d}

ii.

1b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b∨c, b∨d, c∨d, b, c, d} =
{◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b∨c, ¬◻b∨d, ¬◻c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}

iii. 2b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b∨c, b∨d, c∨d, b, c, d} =
{◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b∨c, ¬◻b∨d, ¬◻c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}
Notably, this set does not include any secondary inferences. The reason is
that each of the alternatives in (36) participates in a pair of symmetric alternatives that jointly exhaust the asserted meaning b∨c∨d. Symmetry results in
13 Actually, the set of alternatives that Sauerland assumes also includes the conjunctions b∧c
etc., but these are not relevant for the point that (36) is intended to illustrate.
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the entailments shown in (38): the Quality implicature and the primary implicatures jointly entail the negation of each potential secondary implicatures,
and hence entail an ignorance implication about each alternative. Under the
Standard Recipe, this preempts the competence assumption and the corresponding secondary inference for each alternative. The inconsistency that
arises under the smaller alternative set in (10) is thereby obviated.
(38)

◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b∨c, ¬◻b∨d, ¬◻c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d
¬◻¬b∨c, ¬◻¬b∨d, ¬◻¬c∨d, ¬◻¬b, ¬◻¬c, ¬◻¬d

Conceivably, Sauerland’s analysis of three-part disjunctions could serve
as a model for an analysis of (1) in a modification of the Standard Recipe.
Such an analysis would effectively augment the alternative set in (30) so as
to provide each alternative with a symmetric partner. In analogy to the case
in (36), this would ensure that all secondary inferences are preempted. The
resulting inference set would accordingly be consistent.
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.

(30)

...

...

[3]

[4

...

)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[1]

[2

3

4

...

)*

[1

2

3

4

...

)

A principled way of providing each alternative in (30) with a symmetric
partner is suggested by the observation that (36) can be obtained from
(10) through closure under disjunction: the generalized disjunction of any
non-empty subset of (36) is itself an element of (36). Spector (2007) in fact
entertains the possibility that the sets of proposition that feed the calculation
of Quantity inferences are always closed under disjunction. In a possible
implementation of this suggestion, the definitions in (3) are replaced with
those in (39), where the set A in the definition of the sets of primary inferences
is replaced with CUD(A), the closure under disjunction of A. This substitution
transforms the Standard Recipe into what I will refer to as the Closure Based
Recipe.
(39)

i.

0p = {◻p}

ii.

1p,A = 0p ∪ {¬◻q: q∈CUD(A) & q⊂p}

iii. 2p,A = 1p,A ∪ {◻¬q: ¬◻q∈1p,A & ◻¬q is consistent with 1p,A }
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When applying the Closure Based Recipe to example (1) and the configuration in (30), note that CUD({[n,...), [n]}n≥1 ) is equal to CUD({[n]}n≥1 ). The
definitions in (39) can then be seen to give rise to the following equalities.
(40)

i.

0[2,...) = {◻[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...), {[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...)} ∪ {¬◻q}q∈CUD({[n]}n≥1 ) & q⊂[2,...)

iii. 2[2,...), {[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...)} ∪ {¬◻q}q∈CUD({[n]}n≥1 ) & q⊂[2,...)
Note that (40) preserves the main result captured under the Standard
Recipe: given that closure under disjunction retains the crucial symmetric
alternatives [2] and [3,...), the inferences in (40) are guaranteed to entail the
attested ignorance inferences ¬◻[2]∧¬◻¬[2] and ¬◻[3,...)∧¬◻¬[3,...). Crucially,
moreover, (40) does not feature any secondary inference. For a concrete
demonstration, I return to the case of the proposition [4,...) discussed above.
The set CUD({[n]}n≥1 ) does not only contain [4,...) (= ⋃{[n]}n≥4 ), but also its
symmetric partner [2,3] (= ⋃{[n]}2≤n≤3 ). Due to this symmetry, the Closure
Based Recipe will deliver ignorance implications about these two propositions, thereby preempting secondary inferences about them. Similarly,
CUD({[n]}n≥1 ) furnishes [3] (= ⋃{[n]}n=3 ) with the symmetric partner [2,4,...)
(= ⋃{[n]}n=2 or n≥4 ), again preempting a secondary inference. This generalizes
to all other propositions in CUD({[n]}n≥1 ), and that is why set 2 in (40) does
not contain any secondary inferences, and hence remains consistent. The
problem of inconsistency has found a principled solution.
However, this solution comes with an additional commitment regarding
the meaning of (1). After all, closure under disjunction removes unwanted
secondary inferences by virtue of introducing additional ignorance implications. For example, due to the particular cases of symmetry identified above,
the set 1 inferences will jointly entail an ignorance implication about each
of the propositions [4,...), [2,3], [3], and [2,4,...). More generally, given that
there is a symmetric partner for every proposition in CUD({[n]}n≥1 ), the Closure Based Recipe predicts inferences which, modulo the Quality implicature
◻[2,...), jointly imply total speaker ignorance regarding the number of cooks
Al hired.
I have been unable to detect any evidence for such an implication of total
ignorance of contributed by at least. It seems obvious, in fact, that (1) does not
carry speaker ignorance implications about very large numbers. The sentence
certainly does not suggest that the speaker considers it possible that Al hired,
say, millions of cooks. But more generally, it appears that the only ignorance
implications consistently detectable for at least n are those about [n] and
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[n+1,...), the propositions expressed by the alternative statements with only n
and at least n+1.
This is illustrated by the contrast in (41). The sequence in (41a) is expectedly judged to be incoherent. Just as predicted, the first sentence is judged
to imply that the speaker considers it possible that the quintet has more
than two German members. In conjunction with this implication, the asserted
content of the second sentence is perceived to be in conflict with the common
knowledge that a quintet has exactly five members.
(41)

a. #At least two members of the quintet were born in Germany. Exactly
three were born in Canada.
b.

At least one member of the quintet was born in Germany. Exactly
three were born in Canada.

If indeed at least n triggered an inference of total ignorance regarding the
number of German quintet members modulo the assumption that it exceeds
n-1, then the incoherence detectable in (41a) should likewise be perceived in
(41b). Here, too, the first sentence should imply that the speaker considers
it possible that the quintet has more than two German members, and so
the asserted content of the second sentence is again predicted to clash with
common knowledge. This prediction is incorrect. In contrast to (41a), (41b) is
judged to be coherent.14,15
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I conclude that while for a sentence with at least n, the ignorance implications about the symmetric alternatives [n] and [n+1,...) are consistently
attested, there appears to be no evidence for corresponding inferences about
the equally symmetric pair [n, n+1] and [n+2,...). More generally, just as implied by Büring’s (2008) original characterization of the meaning of at least,
there appears to be no sign of the additional ignorance implications predicted
by closure under disjunction. I conclude that closure under disjunction is
not an adequate solution to the inconsistency problem.16
14 In an earlier version of this paper, I attempted to make the sort of argument just presented
with reference to examples like (i).
(i)

# At least five members of the quintet are Canadian.

The argument presupposed that under the Standard Recipe, the oddness of (i) can be
attributed to ignorance implications about a pair of symmetric alternatives. As Benjamin
Spector pointed out to me, however, no symmetry actually obtains if the semantic strength
relation operative in the Standard Recipe is relativized to contextual information, as it should
be in a (Neo-)Gricean account. Let q be the proposition that any quintet has exactly five
members, and [n]/[n,...) the proposition that exactly n/at least n members of the relevant
quintet are Canadian. Given that q∧[5,...) = [5] = q∧[5], substitution of exactly (or only) for
at least in (i) yields a statement that is contextually equivalent to (i). Relative to common
knowledge, then, (i) does not in fact have symmetric alternatives that would derive ignorance
implications explaining the oddness of (i). In other words, (i) behaves as though the strength
relation applicable in the Standard Recipe was after all not contextual strength, but logical
strength. In recent literature, a range of phenomena have been identified that raise this very
issue for Neo-Gricean pragmatics (e.g., Heim 1991, Percus 2006, Sauerland 2008, Magri 2009,
Magri 2011, Meyer 2013). The question whether the phenomena in question are ultimately
amenable to a Neo-Gricean treatment is currently being debated (Schlenker 2012, Lauer 2014),
but the present study does not contribute to this debate.
15 Benjamin Spector points out that an at least sentence can invite a stronger ignorance
inference when interpreted as a matching answer to a wh-question. For example, in the
context of the question How many members of the quintet were born in Germany?, the
answer At least two is likely to convey that the speaker has no information about the number
of German quintet members other than that it is no less than two and no more than five.
This is consistent with the observations and conclusions above under the assumption that
a question can force an answer to be interpreted relative to an alternative set that strictly
includes the alternative set generated by Horn scales and the substitution method alone.
16 In its effect for at least cases like (1), the Closure Based Recipe resembles the Basic Grice
theory articulated in Fox 2007a, under which the alternative set is not grammatically regulated in the first place (via Horn scales or otherwise), but only by relevance. Assuming
that relevance is preserved under conjunction and negation, every relevant alternative has
a relevant symmetric partner, and so Basic Grice produces an ignorance implication about
any relevant alternative stronger than the asserted meaning, and it produces no secondary
inferences. If successful, the argument presented here against the Closure Based Recipe
at the same time establishes that ignorance implications with at least, whose content does
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4.2

Maximizing competence

The Closure Based Recipe considered and discarded above solves the inconsistency problem in Neo-Gricean pragmatics by preempting the derivation of
any of the secondary inferences that jointly give rise to the inconsistency,
but it does so at the cost of an inadequate strengthening of the set of primary inferences. Another approach to the problem emerges from two closely
related proposals in van Rooij & Schulz 2004 and Spector 2007, which build
on Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984. Rather than positing radical preemption of
secondary inferences, and hence competence assumptions, this approach
effectively assumes that listeners ascribe to speakers a maximal degree of
competence about alternatives that is consistent with primary inferences.
In van Rooij & Schulz 2004 and Spector 2007, the approach is given
impressively elegant implementations, in terms of algorithms that model the
derivation of Quantity implicatures by directly defining sets of possible belief
states, rather than sets of inferences that characterize such belief states. A
set of belief states so defined is to be interpreted as set of belief states that
the listener thinks the speaker might be in.
I now present a rendition of this approach that I will refer to as the
Exhaustivity Based Recipe. I begin with two preliminaries. First, following
Spector 2007, I assume that possible belief states are propositions, and so
can be said to entail, or fail to entail, other propositions, such as the semantic
meaning expressed by an asserted sentence and its alternatives. Second, I
introduce the pair of auxiliary definitions in (42) below.
(42)

i.

POSs,A = {q∈A: s⊆q}

ii.

NEGs,A = {q∈A: s⊆¬q}

POSs,A is the set of alternatives in A that s entails to be true; and NEGs,A is
the set of alternatives in A that s entails to be false. I will also refer to POSs,A
and NEGs,A as the positive and negative yield of s in A, respectively.
My rendition of the Exhaustivity Based Recipe, guided by Spector 2007,
closely follows the format of the presentations of the Standard Recipe and the
Closure Based Recipe above. In (43) below, the variable u stands for set of the
belief states that, prior to the utterance in question, the listener considers it
possible that the speaker is in. The three clauses of (43) describe increasingly
seem regulated by grammar and not just relevance, cannot be properly understood in terms
of Basic Grice. Meyer (2013) makes much the same argument with respect to ignorance
implications associated with disjunction, leading Meyer to reject Basic Grice.
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restricted subsets of u. The Exhaustivity Based Recipe holds that an utterance
of sentence φ with semantic content p and alternatives A will lead a listener
to reduce this set to 2p,A,u in (43iii), which is defined as a subset of the set
1p,A,u in (43ii), which in turn is defined as a subset of the set 0p,A,u in (43i).
(43)

i.

0p,u = {s∈u: s⊆p}

ii.

1p,A,u = {s∈0p,u : ¬∃s’∈0p,u [POSs’,A ⊂ POSs,A ]}

iii. 2p,A,u = {s∈1p,A,u : ¬∃s’∈1p,A,u [NEGs,A ⊂ NEGs’,A ]}
According to (43i), 0p,u is the set of all those states in u that entail p; (43ii)
states that 1p,A,u retains from 0p,A,u only those states that have a minimal
positive yield in A; and according to (43iii), 2p,A,u is comprised of only those
states in 1p,A,u that have a maximal negative yield in A.
Given (43i), the Exhaustivity Based Recipe posits that the listener infers
that the speaker’s beliefs include p. Clause (43i), then, is the obvious state
based equivalent of clause (3i) under the Standard Recipe. For the stock
examples of Quantity implicatures, such as those covered in Section 2.1, (43ii)
also has the very same effect as clause (3ii) in the Standard Recipe, effectively
adding a primary inference about each of the stronger alternatives. The
examples discussed below will illustrate this as well. As for (43iii), this clause
again replicates the effect of (3iii) under the Standard Recipe for the cases
covered in Section 2.1, which I will leave for the reader to verify. Here I will
focus on cases where (43iii) has a different effect than (3iii), demonstrating
how the Exhaustivity Based Recipe solves the inconsistency problem that
arises under the Standard Recipe.17
Consider, then, once again the hypothetical configuration (10), for which
the Standard Recipe derives an inconsistent inference set. To facility presentation, I will focus on the idealized case where u comprises all possible
belief states, that is, the case where the listener has no prior assumptions
regarding the speaker’s beliefs. To aid readability, I will in fact omit the u
17 It is not claimed here that the definitions in (43) preserve consistency in all cases. Set 2
will end up empty in case the alternative set does not contain any subset that is a maximal
negative yield of a state in set 1. This can arise in cases where an infinite alternative set is
densely ordered by semantic strength, cases of the sort discussed in Fox & Hackl 2006, Fox
2007b, and Gajewski 2009. (In Fox & Hackl’s analysis, such dense orderings of alternatives
are isomorphic to a dense ordering of degrees expressed by numerals and other degree
phrases. Under present assumptions, where the Horn scale of numerals is discrete, the sort
of case Fox & Hackl discuss does not arise.) Crucially, in Fox & Hackl’s cases, the prediction
of inconsistency is argued to be correct, rather than problematic.
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parameter in the following. With this simplification, the definitions in (43)
can be shown to support the equalities in (44).
(10)

b

c

d

b∨c∨d*

(44)

i.

0b∨c∨d = {s: s⊆b∨c∨d}

ii.

1b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {s: s⊆b∨c∨d & s⊈b & s⊈c & s⊈d}

iii. 2b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {s: s⊆b∨c∨d & s⊈b & s⊈c & s⊈d &
(s⊆ ¬b or s⊆ ¬c or s⊆ ¬d)}
By (43i), set 0 is the set of states that entail b∨c∨d, as noted in (44i). By
(43ii), set 1 selects from set 0 those states that have a minimal positive
yield in (10), which is the set of states whose positive yield is {b∨c∨d}; so,
as recorded in (44ii), set 1 is the set of states that entail b∨c∨d but not any
of the three alternatives b, c, and d. This fully replicates the effect of the
primary implicatures derived for this case under the Standard Recipe. In
particular, just like under the Standard Recipe, the lack of symmetry in (10)
ensures that no ignorance implications arise. However, again replicating the
effect of the Standard Recipe, the entailments in (45) ensure that there are no
states in set 1 that entail the negations of more than one of the alternatives
b, c, and d.
(45)

s⊆b∨c∨d, s⊈b, s⊈c, s⊈d
s⊈¬(c∨d), s⊈¬(b∨d), s⊈¬(b∨c)

The entailments in (45) are to be kept in mind when calculating the membership of set 2, which by (43iii) comprises those members of set 1 that have a
maximal negative yield in (10); since there are no states in set 1 that entail
the negation of more than one of the alternatives b, c, and d, the maximal
negative yields in (10) of states in set 1 are the three singletons {b}, {c}, and
{d}; therefore, set 2 selects from set 1 those sets that entail the negation of
one of the three alternatives b, c, and d; so set 2 can be described as stated in
(44iii). Equivalently, and perhaps more transparently, set 2 can be described
as in (46).
(46)

{s: s⊈b & s⊈c & s⊈d & (s⊆(c∨d)∧¬b or s⊆(b∨d)∧¬c or s⊆(b∨c)∧¬d)}

Under (43) and the Exhaustivity Based Recipe, then, an utterance with the
semantic meaning b∨c∨d and the alternatives in (10) should lead the listener
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to infer that the speaker’s beliefs do not include any of the propositions b,
c, and d, but do include for any two of b, c, and d, the proposition that one
of the two is true while the third is false. So this set permits three different
types of candidate belief states. Each type effectively maximizes the assumed
competence of the speaker by excluding one of the three alternatives as false.
The three types of states differ with regard to which of the three alternatives
they exclude as false.
So under the Exhaustivity Based Recipe, based on an utterance with
semantic meaning b∨c∨d and the alternatives in (10), the listener is predicted
to infer that the speaker is competent about one of the three alternatives,
considering it false, but without being led to an assumptions about which
of the three it is that the speaker is competent about. And because of this
uncertainty regarding the speaker’s competence, the listener will only be
able to infer a weak bottom line inference, viz., the inference that among the
three propositions b, c, and d, there is one that is false. So, in contrast to the
Standard Recipe, the inferences that the Exhaustivity Based Recipe derives
for (10) remain consistent.
I will now proceed to showing that for the target case in (1) under the
the alternative set (30), the predictions of the Exhaustivity Based Recipe
differ from those of the Standard Recipe in much the same way they do
for the hypothetical case in (10), again obviating inconsistency. This will be
demonstrated by establishing and interpreting the equalities in (47).
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.

(30)
[3]

(47)

...

...

[4

...

)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[1]

[2

3

4

...

)*

[1

2

3

4

...

)

i.

0[2,...) = {s: s⊆[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {s: s⊆[2,...) & s⊈[2] & s⊈[3,...)}

iii. 2[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {s: s⊆[2,...) & s⊈[2] & s⊈[3,...) &
(s⊆¬[4,...) or s⊆¬[3,5,...) or s⊆¬[3,4,6,...) or ... )}
By (43i), set 0 is the set of states that entail [2,...). By (43ii), set 1 selects
from set 0 those states that have a minimal positive yield in (30); these are
the states in set 0 whose positive yield in (30) is {[1,...), [2,...)}, hence set 1 is
the set of states that entail [2,...) (and therefore [1,...)), but do not entail any
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of the other alternatives in (30); as shown in (47ii), that set can be described
as the set of states that entail [2,...) but not [2] or [3,...). The membership of
set 1 is shaped by symmetry, which gives rise to the entailments in (48), in
analogy to corresponding entailments under the Standard Recipe.
(48)

s⊆[2,...), s⊈[2], s⊈[3,...)
s⊈¬[2], s⊈¬[3,..)

Given (48), all states in set 1 entail neither [2] or [3,...) nor ¬[2] or ¬[3,...). Like
the Standard recipe, then, relative to the alternatives in (30), the Exhaustivity
Based Recipe predicts (1) to support an ignorance implication, viz., the inference that the speaker does not know whether Al hired exactly two cooks or
more than two.
By (43iii), set 2 selects from set 1 those states that have a maximal negative
yield in (30). Since every state in sets 1 entails [2,...), there is no state in set 1
whose negative yield includes [2,...) or [1,...), while every negative yield of a
state in set 1 includes [1]. Further, because of (48), no negative yield of a state
in set 1 includes [2] or [3,...). Moreover, again because of (48), no negative yield
of a state in set 1 includes any alternatives whose negations jointly entail
¬[3,...), or equivalently, whose generalized disjunction is entailed by [3,...).
The maximal negative yields of states in set 1, then, are maximal subsets
of the alternatives in (30) that include [1], do not include [1,...), [2,...), [2], or
[3,...), and do include a maximal subset of {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 whose generalized
disjunction is not entailed by [3,...). There are many maximal subsets of the
latter kind. Three of them are displayed in (49) below, where alternatives that
are not members of the relevant maximal negative yield are shown in gray.
The corresponding maximal negative yields of set 1 states in (30) are shown
in (50).
(49)

a.

[3]

...

...

[5]

[6

...

)

[4]

[5

...

...

)

[4

5

...

...

)

...

...

[5]

[6

...

)

[4]

[5

...

...

)

[4

5

...

...

)

b.

[3]
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c.

[3]

(50)

...

...

[5]

[6

...

)

[4]

[5

...

...

)

[4

5

...

...

)

a. {[1], [4,...), [4], [5,...), [5], [6,...), ...}
b. {[1], [3], [5,...), [5], [6,...), ...}
c. {[1], [3], [4], [6,...), ...}

More generally, apart from [1], a maximal negative yield of a set 1 state is
comprised of, for some m≥ 3, all the elements of {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 except for
those entailed by [m]. Therefore, as recorded in (47iii), set 2 is comprised
of states that entail [2,...) but not [2] or [3,...), and also entail one of the
propositions ¬[4,...), ¬[3,5,...), ¬[3,4,6,...), and so on. This set can also be
described as in (51), as the set of states that entail neither [2] nor [3,...), but
entail the disjunction of [2] with one of the alternatives in {[m]}m≥3 .
(51)

{s: s⊈[2] & s⊈[3,...) & (s⊆[2,3] or s⊆[2,4] or s⊆[2,5] or ...)}

So according to the Exhaustivity Based Recipe, assuming the alternatives
in (30), an utterance of (1) will lead the listener to maximize the assumed
competence of the speaker by inferring that for some n≥3, the speaker
believes Al to have hired exactly 2 or exactly n cooks. This purported inference
is non-contradictory, establishing that the Exhaustivity Based Recipe indeed
solves the inconsistency problem that arises under the Standard Recipe. The
purported inference is moreover unobjectionable as far as the concomitant
bottom line inference is concerned. Since the listener is predicted to infer that
the speaker is in one of the states in (51), but without knowing which type,
the strongest bottom line inference that can be drawn is that the Al either
hired exactly two cooks or hired more than two. This expected bottom line
inference is unobjectionable, as it is already entailed by (in fact, equivalent
to) the assumed semantic meaning of (1).
The question that remains, however, is whether the specific content of
the non-contradictory inference about the speaker’s beliefs that (51) encodes
is in accordance with intuitions. Notice that the effect of the Exhaustivity
Based Recipe is in a sense diametrically opposed to the effect of the Closure
Based Recipe discussed above. The Closure Based Recipe derives for (1) an
inference of total ignorance about the alternatives, modulo the assumption
that the speaker believes the asserted meaning that Al hired more than one
cook. In contrast, the Exhaustivity Based Recipe derives for (1) an inference
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of total competence about the alternatives, modulo the ignorance inference
that the speaker does not know whether Al hire exactly two cooks or more
than two cooks.
The latter prediction is surely no more adequate than the former. I take
it to be evident that sentence (1) does not support the inference of strong
competence encoded by (51). If (1) had this interpretation, it could not be
used sincerely by a speaker who had no assumptions about the number of
cooks Al hired beyond the belief that the number is above one and below
some reasonable upper bound imposed by contextual knowledge, say ten.
But the use of (1) is not actually constrained in this way. To be sure, in this
regard (1) sharply contrasts with (2), for which the relevant intuitions are in
accordance with the predictions under both the Exhaustivity Based Recipe
and the Standard Recipe. Sentence (2) could not normally be used sincerely
by a speaker who did not believe that Al hired exactly two cooks.
(2)

Al hired two cooks.

I conclude that like the Standard Recipe and the Closure Based Recipe,
the Exhaustivity Based Recipe fails to apply correctly to (1) relative to the
alternative set (30), and therefore does not constitute a viable solution to the
problem of inconsistency in Neo-Gricean pragmatics.
5 Innocent exclusion in Neo-Gricean pragmatics
The two failed attempts in Section 4 of solving the inconsistency problem
for (1) help sharpen the profile of an adequate solution to the problem: the
lesson from the discussion of the Closure Based Recipe is that an adequate
solution retains the effect of the Standard Recipe with regard to primary
inferences; and the discussion of the Exhaustivity Based Recipe shows that
an adequate solution does not merely weaken the effect of the Standard
Recipe with regard to secondary inferences, but does not in fact derive any
inferences based an assumptions of speaker competence.
The blueprint for a revision of (3) and the Standard Recipe that meets
these conditions is provided in Fox 2007a, who introduced a notion of socalled innocent inclusion as a means to prevent inconsistencies of the sort
arising under the Standard Recipe. Fox did not actually devise innocent
inclusion as an ingredient of a Neo-Gricean account of Quantity implicature,
but his definition can be adapted to the purposes at hand. The effect of
revising the Standard Recipe in this way will be that a secondary inference
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is added to the set inferences only if this can be done without restricting
the range of further possible consistent additions of secondary inferences.
This has the intended effect for the case of (1) relative to the alternative set
assumed. It ensures not only that the set of secondary inferences remains
consistent, but it correctly fails to derive any secondary inferences.
In the implementation of this account, call it the Innocent Exclusion Based
Recipe, the definitions in (3) under the Standard Recipe are replaced with
those in (52a); (52a) refers to the definition of innocently excludable in (52b).
(52)

a. i.
ii.

0p = {◻p}
1p,A = 0p ∪ {¬◻q: q∈A & q⊂p}

iii. 2p,A = 1p,A ∪ {◻¬q: ¬◻q∈1p,A &
q is innocently excludable relative to 1p,A }
b. p is innocently excludable relative to S :⇔
◻¬p is an element of every maximal subset of {◻¬q: ¬◻q∈S} consistent with S
The difference between (3) and (52a) resides in the second condition in the
description of the set of secondary inferences in set 2. According to (52a), in
order for a potential secondary inference to actually be included in 2p,A , it
must not merely be consistent with 1p,A , but it must be innocently excludable
relative to 1p,A ; by (52b), this means that the secondary inference must be
a member of every maximal set of potential secondary inferences that is
consistent with 1p,A .
Note that any alternative that is symmetric to another relative to the
asserted content, and hence gives rise to ignorance implications entailed by
set 1, fails to be innocently excludable relative to set 1. This is so because the
secondary inference about such an alternative will not be an element of any
set of potential secondary inferences consistent with set 1, let alone every
maximal set of this kind.18 Crucially, as illustrated shortly, non-symmetric
alternatives can fail to be innocently excludable as well. So the condition for
strengthening primary inferences under the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe
is more stringent than in the Standard Recipe.
18 More accurately, this only holds as long as there are such maximal consistent sets of potential
secondary inferences, a condition that is met in all the cases examined in this paper, but
that is not met in certain other cases (Gajewski 2009). Relatedly, a reviewer suggests that the
conjunct “¬◻q∈1p,A ” in (52a.iii) is redundant and could safely be omitted. The conjunct is
indeed redundant for the cases studied here, where maximal consistent sets of potential
secondary inferences exist. In the absence of such maximal sets, however, the conjunct
strictly strengthens the condition on set membership in (52a.iii). (See also footnote 19.)
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Like the Standard Recipe, the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe posits that
the listener by default takes the speaker to be competent about alternatives
stronger than the asserted content. That default, however, is now overruled
for a broader range of alternatives, not just for symmetric pairs of alternatives
that yield ignorance implications, but also for alternatives that merely fail to
be innocently excludable.
The Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe preserves all the intend effects of the
Standard Recipe illustrated in Section 2, as the reader is invited to verify. At
the same time, the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe obviates the derivation of
inconsistent inference sets for the relevant cases, as I will now demonstrate. I
begin by returning to the hypothetical case in (10). To establish the requisite
background for the application of (52), it will be useful to first review the
predictions under the Standard Recipe presented in Section 2, where the
definitions in (3) were shown to support the equalities in (11).
(10)

b

c

d

b∨c∨d*

(11)

i.

0b∨c∨d = {◻b∨c∨d}

ii.

1b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d,¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}

iii. 2b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d, ◻¬b, ◻¬c, ◻¬d}
Set 2 is inconsistent. {◻¬b, ◻¬c, ◻¬d}, the set of all secondary inferences in
set 2 is inconsistent with the Quality inference ◻b∨c∨d, and hence with set 1.
In fact, the entailments in (12) ensure that even each of the three doubleton
sets {◻¬b, ◻¬c}, {◻¬b, ◻¬d}, and {◻¬c, ◻¬d} is inconsistent with set 1. With
this background from Section 2, I now turn to applying (52) to (10).
(12)

◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d
¬◻¬(b∨c), ¬◻¬(c∨d), ¬◻¬(b∨d)

Each of the three singletons {◻¬b}, {◻¬c}, and {◻¬d} is consistent with
set 1, and so these singletons are the maximal subsets of {◻¬b, ◻¬c, ◻¬d}
consistent with set 1. Those three singletons have an empty intersection,
and so according to (52b), none of the alternatives b, c, and d is innocently
excludable relative to set 1. According to (52), this has the effect that no
secondary inferences are added to set 1 in the formation of set 2. Therefore,
under (52), the triple of equalities in (11) is to be replaced with the one in (53).
In (53), set 2 no longer contains any of the secondary inferences responsible
for the inconsistency in (11). The Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe, then,
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steers clear of the inconsistency that the Standard Recipe derives for the
hypothetical case in (10).
(53)

i.

0b∨c∨d = {◻b∨c∨d}

ii.

1b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d,¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}

iii. 2b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}
I will now demonstrate that the account likewise preserves consistency
for the central case of (1) under the alternative set (30). Section 3 showed that
for this case the definitions in (3) derive the equalities in (35).
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.

(30)

(35)

...

...

[3]

[4

...

)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[1]

[2

3

4

...

)*

[1

2

3

4

...

)

i.

0[2,...) = {◻[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3

iii. 2[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3 ∪
{◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3
In this case, too, set 2 turned out to be inconsistent. This inconsistency is due
to the entailments in (18). Specifically, while (18) shows the inferences in set 1
to jointly entail ¬◻¬[3,...), the secondary inferences in set 2, the members of
the set {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 , and in fact the members of many of its subsets,
jointly entail ◻¬[3,...). Keeping in mind these observations from Section 3, I
now turn to applying the definitions in (52) to (30).
(18)

◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)
¬◻¬[2], ¬◻¬[3,...)

To be sure, {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 has many subsets that are consistent
with ¬◻¬[3,...), and hence with set 1, and it in particular has many maximal subsets of this kind. Three such maximal subsets are visualized in the
diagram in (49), recycled from Section 4. Here alternatives for which the corresponding secondary inferences are not members of the consistent subset
in question are shown in gray. The sets of secondary inferences represented
by (49) are shown in (54).
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(49)

a.

[3]

...

...

[5]

[6

...

)

[4]

[5

...

...

)

[4

5

...

...

)

...

...

[5]

[6

...

)

[4]

[5

...

...

)

[4

5

...

...

)

...

...

[5]

[6

...

)

[4]

[5

...

...

)

[4

5

...

...

)

b.

[3]

c.

[3]

(54)

a. {◻¬[4,...), ◻¬[4], ◻¬[5,...), ◻¬[5], ◻¬[6,...), ...}
b. {◻¬[3], ◻¬[5,...), ◻¬[5], ◻¬[6,...), ...}
c. {◻¬[3], ◻¬[4], ◻¬[6,...), ...}

More generally, maximal subsets of the set {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 consistent
with set 1 can be constructed by subtracting from {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 , for
any o≥3, all and only those elements that entail ◻¬[o]. This means that for
any o≥3, there is some maximal subset of {◻¬[n], ◻¬[n+1,...)}n≥3 consistent
with set 1 that does not include either ◻¬[o] or ◻¬[o,...). By (52b), therefore,
neither [o] nor [o,...) is innocently excludable for any o≥3. In other words,
none of the alternatives in {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 is innocently excludable. Under
(52), then, the family of equalities in (35) is to be replaced with the one in (55).
(55)

i.

0[2,...) = {◻[2,...)}

ii.

1[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3

iii. 2[2,...),{[n,...), [n]}n≥1 = {◻[2,...), ¬◻[2], ¬◻[3,...)} ∪ {¬◻[n], ¬◻[n+1,...)}n≥3
So, for the central example (1), the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe
steers clear of inconsistency when applied to the alternative set in (30).19
19 Parallel to the comment about (43) in footnote 17, and directly extending an observation in
Gajewski 2009, I note that the definitions in (52) are not claimed to preserve consistency in
all cases. Consider a case where there are no maximal consistent sets of potential secondary
implicatures. In that case, all potential secondary inferences will trivially be innocently
excludable, and so set 2 will contain a secondary inference corresponding to each primary
implicature in set 1. This can result in inconsistency in cases of the sort discussed in Fox &
Hackl 2006, Fox 2007b, and Gajewski 2009.
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Specifically, as intended, the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe accounts for the
intended ignorance implications without deriving any secondary inferences.
The Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe, then, provides an elaboration of a
Neo-Gricean account of Quantity implicature that reconciles the observed
interpretation of (1) with a two-scale derivation of the alternatives for at least
sentences.20
6

Conclusions

The considerations presented above lead to the main conclusion that a NeoGricean account of ignorance implications associated with at least must make
reference to a version of Fox’s (2007a) notion of innocent exclusion, limiting
the derivation of secondary inferences to alternatives that are innocently excludable. These considerations amount to an argument for innocent exclusion
in Neo-Gricean pragmatics. The argument is conditional on the assumption
that the meaning contribution of at least is indeed properly analyzed in the
Neo-Gricean setting, as originally envisioned in Büring 2008.21 As well, the
argument is conditional on the absence of alternate solutions within the
Neo-Gricean approach to the specific version of the inconsistency problem
that at least gives rise to, in particular on the unavailability of a solution
based on an independently motivated notion of relevance.
Irrespective of the final verdict on the argument presented here, it is
worth emphasizing that the present case study deals with just one pos20 The above calculation under the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe shows transparent parallels to the calculation under the Exhaustivity Based Recipe presented in Section 4. Both
calculations make reference, directly or indirectly, to maximal sets of secondary inferences
consistent with the Quality inference and primary inferences. This parallel invites detailed
study of the precise formal relationship between these recipes. I will leave such a study
to future work, which would extend the project of Spector (2016), who compares the two
corresponding operators that Spector (2006) and Fox (2007a) define to derive bottom line
inferences as truth conditional entailments.
21 There are two types of competitors to a Neo-Gricean analysis of at least. One type of account
radically departs from Büring’s (2008) approach by rejecting the proposed parallel between
the meaning of at least sentences and Quantity implications found in disjunctions and
elsewhere (Krifka 1999, Geurts & Nouwen 2007, Nouwen 2010, Penka 2010, Coppock &
Brochhagen 2013, Cohen & Krifka 2014). Another type of account retains Büring’s (2008)
proposal that at least gives rise to Quantity implications, but rejects a Neo-Gricean account
of such implications. With regard to this second type of competitor, I believe the effects
of the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe presented here can be replicated in Meyer’s (2013)
radical Grammatical Theory of Implicature, but I will not attempt to demonstrate this here.
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sible manifestation of the general inconsistency problem for Neo-Gricean
pragmatics discovered by Spector (2006) and Fox (2007a). To be sure, the
consequences of this general problem for the Neo-Gricean framework remain to be explored relative to a broader empirical base, which will include
question-answer dialogues of the type presented in Fox 2007a and mentioned
in Section 2. The present case study, then, broaches a general issue that so
far does not seem to have been properly investigated in the literature.
I will conclude with a few further observations about the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe and the argument presented in its support. To begin,
note that the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe is sensitive to a three-way
typology of alternatives stronger than the asserted meaning: (i) alternatives
that are symmetric to another alternative (relative to the asserted content); (ii)
alternatives that are innocently excludable (relative to the Quality inference
and primary inferences); and (iii) alternatives that are neither symmetric nor
innocently excludable. The Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe agrees with the
Standard Recipe in its effect on alternatives of type (i) and (ii). The difference
between the two recipes lies in the treatment of alternatives of type (iii):
the Standard Recipe, but not the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe, derives
secondary inferences about alternatives of this type.
Like the Standard Recipe, though, the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe
derives primary inferences about type (iii) alternatives. Moreover, is worth
noting that, while the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe by itself does not
strengthen such primary inferences, it does allow for any one of them to
be strengthened consistently in context, that is, by assumptions about the
speaker’s beliefs that the listener might be making in an utterance situation.
To illustrate, I return once more to the hypothetical case in (10) and the
predicted inferences in (53).
(10)

b

c

d

b∨c∨d*

(53)

i.

0b∨c∨d = {◻b∨c∨d}

ii.

1b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d,¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}

iii. 2b∨c∨d,{b∨c∨d, b, c, d} = {◻b∨c∨d, ¬◻b, ¬◻c, ¬◻d}
The Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe derives a primary inferences about
each of the three alternatives to the asserted meaning. Any one of these
primary inferences could be strengthened contextually into an ignorance
implication or a secondary implication, while preserving consistency. For
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example, the listener might assume in a context that ¬ ◻ ¬b, arriving at an
ignorance implication about b; symmetrically, the context might lead the
listener to make the competence assumption ◻b∨◻¬b, thereby supporting
the secondary implication about b.
So the postulation of alternatives of type (iii) can yield testable empirical
predictions about the overall utterance meaning. Such predictions can in
principle be used for putting an assumed theory of alternatives to the test.
One might hope, in particular, that intuitions on meaning can confirm the
two-scale theory of alternatives for (1) and the alternative set in (30) that it
generates.
(1)

Al hired at least two cooks.

(30)
[3]

...

...

[4

...

)

[2]

[3

4

...

)

[1]

[2

3

4

...

)*

[1

2

3

4

...

)

However, in this particular case, the primary inferences supported by type
(iii) alternatives are not actually expected to be detectable. Each of the type
(iii) alternatives, that is, each member of {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 , is stronger than the
symmetric alternative [3,...); hence the primary inferences about the members
of {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 are entailed by the primary inference about [3,...) (as noted
in Section 3.3). So the alternatives in {[n], [n+1,...)}n≥3 have a nul effect: the
Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe derives the very same overall meaning on
the basis of the full set of strong alternatives in (30) that it derives on the
basis of the symmetric alternatives [2] and [3,...) alone. Therefore, intuitions
on the meaning of (1), while consistent with the alternative set in (30) and
the two-scale account that derives it, cannot provide direct evidence for
the presence of the type (iii) alternatives included in (30). The characteristic
effect of type (iii) alternatives predicted under the Innocent Exclusion Based
Recipe, then, will have to be tested with regard to a other sorts of cases,
such as question-answer dialogues of the sort discussed in Fox 2007a and in
Section 2.
I conclude with a brief look beyond the Neo-Gricean approach to Quantity
implicature. The general issue of consistency preservation is not confined
to this approach. In particular, as noted in Section 1, it also arises in the
so-called Grammatical Theory of Implicature (Fox 2007a, Chierchia, Fox &
Spector 2011, Sauerland 2012, Meyer 2013). This theory posits an object
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language operator Exh intended to deliver bottom line inferences as truth
conditional entailments, with reference to the same sorts of alternatives also
posited in Neo-Gricean pragmatics. Spector (2006) (building on van Rooij &
Schulz 2004) and Fox (2007a) consider two different ways of defining the
semantics of such an operator, proposing (56) and (57), respectively.
(56)

Exh(A)(p) = λw.p(w) & ¬∃v[p(v) & {q∈A: q(v)} ⊂ {q∈A: q(w)}]

(57)

a. Exh(A)(p) = λw.p(w) &
∀q[q is innocently excludable relative to p and A → ¬q(w)]
b. q is innocently excludable relative to p and A :⇔
¬q is an element of every maximal subset of {¬r: r∈A} consistent
with p

The two definitions differ in the method for consistency preservation that
they employ, and the two methods transparently mirror the Exhaustivity
Based Recipe and the Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe presented above. A
question that arises, then, is whether the choice between (56) and (57) makes a
difference for the interpretation of (1) relative to (30), mirroring the different
effects of the two recipes.
It turns out that for the case of (1) and (30), (56) and (57) have the exact
same effect. This follows almost immediately from a general result suggested
in Fox 2007a and formally established in Spector 2016. Spector shows that
(56) and (57) have the same truth conditional effect for all cases where the
alternative set is closed under conjunction. Notice now that it is only the
absence of the contradictory proposition that keeps (30) from being closed
under conjunction. But adding the contradictory proposition to the alternative set does not change the overall information content of the Quantity
implications derived. Therefore, given Spector’s result, (56) and (57) derive
the same truth conditions for Exh [Al hired at least two cooks].
Specifically, as the reader is invited to verify, under both (56) and (57), the
application of Exh to (1) is vacuous, in the sense that Exh [Al hired at least two
cooks] is equivalent to Al hired at least two cooks. Note that the vacuity of Exh
in this case reproduces the effects of the Exhaustivity Based Recipe and the
Innocent Exclusion Based Recipe. While the two recipes were shown to derive
different overall meanings for (1) relative to (30), they turned out to agree in
terms of the bottom line inferences derived (see (47) and (55)). Mirroring the
vacuous application of Exh, in both cases all the bottom line inferences are
already entailed by the asserted meaning. The difference between the two
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recipes as applied to (1) and (30) resides entirely in the epistemic inferences
derived. It is unsurprising that this difference is neutralized in an account
that derives only bottom line inferences, such as the Grammatical Theory of
Implicature. Given this neutralization, the argument for innocent exclusion
present here does not extend to the Grammatical Theory of Implicature.22
At the same time, the argument does extend to any account that, like
the Neo-Gricean approach and unlike the Grammatical Theory, posits primary implications about the speaker’s belief state that are strengthened to
secondary implications. That is, the impact of the argument is independent
of whether primary implications indeed arise as pragmatic inferences, and
likewise of whether strengthening of primary to secondary implicatures is
a matter of further pragmatic reasoning. Even if primary implications are
viewed as semantic entailments, and even if strengthening of primary implicatures is attributed to grammatically encoded meaning, the argument
presented suggests that this strengthening will need to be constrained with
reference to innocent exclusion so as to preempt the derivation of unattested
implications about the speaker’s beliefs.23
Finally, the specific argument that a Neo-Gricean account requires reference to innocent exclusion could potentially be developed into an argument
against that approach to Quantity implications, as it is unclear to what extent
it is conceptually plausible to assume that listeners calculate innocent exclusion in their reasoning about speakers’ beliefs. I will leave this important
question as a topic for future work.
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